QUICK FIND
BENEFITS

Improve efficiency for your business by tracking, analyzing and
utilizing search criteria from within Dynamics SL.
Quick Find simplifies the process of entering, searching, and
viewing account information in different modules.

 Great search capacities
Search for items in Dynamics SL
using multiple and partial search
criteria in an easy to use
interface. Results are displayed
in view grid format with
drill down, print and export
capabilities.

Put your information to work
Easily access and make changes
to your data. Search for
documents and transactions
while using the six operators
available for refining your search.

Find the information you need
Quick Finds are available
for the following modules:
Accounts Payable, Accounts
Receivable, Bill of Materials, Fixed
Assets, General Ledger, Inventory,
Project Controller, Purchasing/PO
Requisitions, and Work Order.

Utilize the power of Operations
Empower your business by using
the power of the Operators on the
Search screen. Fields will change
colors based on the Operator
used in that field. Results are
displayed in the Search Results
screen, and can either be printed
or viewed using the appropriate
Dynamics SL screen using Drill
down.

New Feature added to AR, AP,
GL and Project
Export your data to an Excel Pivot
Table.

Search Criteria on multiple fields at one time.

Module packages:
Core 4 (AP, AR, GL & Project): $1595.00
All Searches:
$1995.00
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QUICK FIND
Accounts Payable
Search

Search for AP Vouchers, Memos and Checks. Vouchers also reflect
check payments for easier record of what has been paid.

Accounts
Receivable Search

Search for AR Invoices, Memos and Deposits. Search date ranges,
partial matches and more.

Bill of Material
Search

Find Bill of Materials documents by header of detail Information.

Customer Search

Search for AR Customers. Add our search button with customization
manager to any AR Screen to use the search from any screen.

General Ledger
Search

Locate batches and Journal entries in General Ledger. Fields to search
include batch number, module, description, reference number and
many more.

Inventory Search

Find Inventory transactions quickly. Search by item attributes or by
transaction information.

Purchase Order
Search

Locate Purchase Orders by searching for item details, vendor or
purchase order information.

Sales Order Search

Search for orders within a range, based on customer or order
information.

Vendor Search

Find vendors easily. Search by name, address, phone and other
vendor fields. Find all Vendors with common characteristics. Add our
search button with customization manager to any AR Screen to use
the search from any screen.
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